Bull Session

Nads, Alpha Sigs Continue to Win
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The Alpha Sigs are still on the war path as they romped over the Dunkers 22-0. Eddie Sives kept the Dunkers' secondary hopping as he took to the air to hit Harry Lynch and Russell Bowers for TD's, while Buzz Crutcher set his sights to zero Jack Lowe for the final tally.

It was a sad day in Mudville as the Joint Coppers edged the Grubbs in the final minutes of the game on a pass from Mickey Walker to Walker Moore. Both teams were hindered considerably by the swamp like conditions of field.

Go, Go, Go

From this vantage point it doesn't look like anyone is going to stop Herz's Nads. Chevron contained the miracle-men to only one touchdown, but the Israeli Marauders held their opponents scoreless. David Hamilton passed to Alex Greenwood for the only score.

Lack of organization kept the Flyweights from scoring as the Borachos, led by Lowell Montgomery, were victorious by a 14-0 margin. The Borachos were sparked by the pass catching talent of Bob Byrnes and the defensive play of Cliff Cantrell.

Shooting Bull

The arena was full of Bulls from the Gooney Birds viewpoint as Bob Hood, John Brenner and Bill Donnell teamed up to rout the Birds 27-0.